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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

W

hen I wrote the letter for our first
issue of this summer back in June,
I noted that it was still unclear how the
summer would play out, but that after the
previous three months we’d endured the
sunsets would seem brighter, the lobster
rolls sweeter, and our guilt over having an
extra glass of rosé would feel less potent. I
don’t want to toot my own horn too loudly
but, I knew it – I was right. This summer
forced many of us to slow down, to evaluate
the people we most want to be with, and to
appreciate what we have in front of us right
now and worry less about chasing what’s
next. I feel a great sense of gratitude for this
change in perspective (particularly the part
about feeling less guilt over having that extra
glass of rosé!).

Robin Singer

Now we’re approaching Labor Day, and
it’s still unclear how things will play out,
but I know that I’m grateful for how they
have so far – for getting to do a job I love
in putting out this magazine, this summer
especially. And as I have with my previous
end-of-season farewells, I want to take this
opportunity to thank everyone who had a
role in making Hamptons Monthly possible.
As a team, we hope we’ve entertained,
informed, and led you well across the East
End.
As I do with many of the conclusions to
these letters, I’m going to ask you to raise
your glass as I end with a toast: here’s to
the last sunset of summer and whatever lies
beyond its horizon – so long as it lands you
right back here in the Hamptons next year.

Cheers!

Robin Singer
EDITOR
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Labor Day
& BEYOND

Spin Out(side)
Find One Love
Sunday Rosé and Reggae at The
Clubhouse makes us wonder how we
ever ended our summer weekends any
other way. From 6pm-9pm on Sunday,
August 30, the music will be live and
bottles of the pink stuff perfectly chilled.

Before heading back to the city where gyms and fitness
classes are still (rightfully) on pause, work up a sweat at
SoulCycle’s Soul Outside series. The cult-followed spin
workout has adapted its 50-minute class to be outside
of their Hamptons studio locations with bikes properly
distanced (and sanitized), and fear not: pump-up music will
still be played. But because they’re polite neighbors, riders
will use headphones – silent disco style.
(soul-cycle.com/studios/hamptons/)

(174 Daniels Hole Rd., East Hampton;
631.537.2695; clubhousehamptons.com)

Work from Home Here
If the thought of continuing to work from
home in your Upper East Side one-bedroom
has you feeling panicked, go ahead and book
a stay to remote work on the waterfront at
Baron’s Cove. All of your coworkers will be
jealous of your new Zoom background.

Get Twisted
We’re dedicated to finding anything that can help make 2020
more sweet, in the most literal way. And a chocolate/vanilla
soft-serve swirl in a homemade fish cone from the newly
opened Frozen Anchor does just that. Part refreshing, part
whimsey – a fully satisfying end-of-summer treat

(844.227.6672; caperesorts.com/barons-cove)

(478 W. Like Dr., Montauk; 631.668.8190, @thefrozenanchor)

Look Forward

Meat Someone New

Bring Local Hangouts Home
This was included in our Memorial Day issue
“Summer 2020 Top 10,” but that’s how much we
love Amanda Giuffre’s Noun // New York prints
of the East End. If you’ll be working from home
through the fall, at least fill the space with sweet
memories of summer.
(nounnewyork.com; @nounnewyork)

Support in the “Off Season”
Without getting too into it, we know a lot
of our favorite local business were greatly
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic this year.
With many of these places open seasonally,
to show year-round support, shop merch from
Hamptons hotspots like The Lobster Roll and
The Stephen Talkhouse.

It’s not often people say this, but if you wanna find
some of the best BBQ around you’re gonna have to
head North. To the North Fork, that is. This summer,
Chef Matty Boudreau of Green Hill Kitchen & Que
in Greenport teamed up with well-known chefs from
around the country for a new pitmaster series. The
last event is on Saturday, August 29, when Chef John
Wheeler from Memphis BBQ Company will be serving
up Waygu Brisket.
(48 Front St., Greenport; 631.477.4900; greenhillny.com)

Given the circumstance
that is 2020, we hope you
were able to make the
most of your summer.
With technically a few
weeks of the season left,
let’s continue to enjoy it,
but as we slip into fall and
beyond, let’s also continue
to be hopeful and do our
part (ahem, wear a mask)
to make sure Summer 2021
looks a little more like
what we’re used to.

Your End-of-Summer

TO-DO LIST
By Hamptons Monthly Staff

Rookies
of the
Year
By Julie Jones

The Top Four
Restaurants of 2020

N

othing says ‘resiliency’ like a brandnew restaurant successfully claiming
its territory in an already competitive dining
scene, let alone against the backdrop of a
global pandemic. Nevertheless, these four
new hotspots have done so this year, largely
thanks to outdoor seating, heightened
safety precautions, top-notch cuisine, and
atmospheres enticing enough to draw
diners out of their houses and into face
mask territories. Having survived this year,
chances are they’re here to stay.

Main Street Tavern

Kissaki remains so
celebrated, even in
the direst of times.

MAIN STREET TAVERN

I

n late July, Main Street Tavern opened
its 54-seat garden in Amagansett in
a well-developed bid to be the area’s
favorite new, old-reliable neighborhood
spot. It comes from the team behind East
Hampton’s much-loved Highway Restaurant
& Bar, which pulled over chef Anand Sastry
from Highway (where he had led the kitchen
for six years) and paired him chef de cuisine
Yusuf Lovett to create and execute a menu
that is equal parts sinful tavern grub and
healthful, seasonal fare. There’s a lobster
roll and a tuna melt, but also fennel-roasted
Atlantic halibut; wings platters and ciabatta
steak sandwiches, but also kale and quinoa
or farro salads adorned with locally grown
veggies. Big umbrellas shade the garden’s
picnic tables by day, while bulb lights
and votive candles usher in a convivial
atmosphere for night.
(177 Main St., Amagansett)

KISSAKI

F

ew restaurants have retained their
impeccable reputation to the degree of
Manhattan sushi hotspot Kissaki during the
course of the pandemic. After lockdown struck
just a month after its second location opened
on the Bowery (the original being in Midtown
East), the restaurant quickly re-secured a safe
fish supply, invested in a robot to aid the sushimaking process, and seamlessly continued
offering its top-end sushi and omakase
menus via deliver and takeaway in addition
to sending gratis sushi boxes to healthcare
workers at Mount Sinai Healthcare Center.
Then in June, it opened its third location in
Water Mill with outdoor seating on a beautiful
patio and, more recently, a sushi bar inside. A
range of chef’s choice omakase menus afford
the most seasonal nigiri offerings, while sushi
rice bowls and “fat-rolled” sushi rolls, nigiri
and maki flesh out the rest of the menu. Rare
offerings such as lean bluefin tuna, sea bream,
live local scallops, salmon from the Faroe
Islands and black Kaluga caviar make clear
why Kissaki remains so celebrated, even in the
direst of times.
(670 Montauk Hwy. Suite E., Water Mill)

Big umbrellas shade
the garden’s picnic
tables by day

UNION SUSHI & STEAK

B

obby Vans and The Palm have long made Long
Island’s steakhouse scene somewhat a mirror
of Manhattan’s, making the modern new Union
Sushi & Steak seem even more of a creative
addition to the Hampton’s circuit. Expanding
on the concept of surf n’ turf, the owners of the
ever-popular Southampton Social Club and Union
Burger Bar conceived their third restaurant from
the notion of the Hamptons lacking a year-round
sushi spot, a fresh and one-off steakhouse, and a
nightlife scene for the older crowd. Union Sushi
& Steak now ticks all of those boxes, with an
extensive sushi menu of platters, by-the-piece and
flamboyant original rolls (consider the Little Plains
Roll, with fluke tempura topped by crab, scallop
and tobiko, as well as sweet yuzu mayo and savory
eel sauce); choice beef, pork and Australian lamb
cuts offered with truffled wild mushroom sauce,
gorgonzola brulle cream and Cabernet demiglace; and a splendid cocktail menu with options
substantial and delicate enough to pair with the
meat and fish both. As intended, the spot has been
drawing a more mature crowd of diners so far,
which only adds to its contemporary elegance.

A year-round
sushi spot, a
fresh and one-off
steakhouse, and a
nightlife scene for
the older crowd

NAIA

T

(40 Bowden Sq., South Hampton)

A fashionable crowd
that errs on the
younger side but
remains discrete

he new darling on the hotel dining scene is
NAIA, Capri Southampton’s just-opened
poolside restaurant that has decidedly fashioned
its atmosphere after the Mediterranean
coast scene in the summer. Big pillowed patio
furniture lines the sunny poolside, shaded by
umbrellas and serviced with a special “Bathing
Club” menu of fanciful light bites, such as
tomato-and-mozzarella skewers, jalapeño-spiced
shrimp ceviche, spinach cigars and a beautiful
summer salad of spinach, strawberries and
mandarin oranges. The bright, airy dining
room continues to draw on the global concept
with its full menu, with Branzino done in the
Greek style of Lavraki, beet tartare with truffle
cream, a classic filet mignon and a standout
spicy lobster bisque. Knowing well its clientele,
the most extensive portion of the menu is the
vegetarian, with a tower of roasted vegetables,
spinach rice mixed with quinoa, cacio e pepe,
and a vegan Impossible burger that’s nearly
indistinguishable from real beef. Other draws
include bottomless brunch every day of the
week, a delectable rosé tart and a fashionable
crowd that errs on the younger side but remains
discrete.
(281 County Rd. 39A, Southampton)

CHEF SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

MOBY'S
T

Q&A: Chef
Mark Ladner
By Robin Singer

his summer, Moby’s, the East
Hampton restaurant from
partners Nick Hatsatouris and
Lincoln Pilcher, is back for its eighth
season. And after two summers
away from its original home at 341
Pantingo Road they have returned
to their roots on the quaint stretch
of Highway 27. While they may be
at their old stomping grounds, they
surely have adapted to the new
times we’re in – beyond just offering
expansive outdoor seating across
their almost four acres of lush grass,
complete with a fire pit, bocce court
and lawn games.

First, the coastal Italian menu
is now under the purview of James
Beard Award-winning Chef Mark
Ladner, who serves as the new
Culinary Director. Second, Moby’s
has expanded its to-go offerings with
an extensive list of wood-fired pizza,
pasta (from classics like spaghetti
alle vongole to modern spins like the
“Summer” Lasagna with eggplant),
local seafood (whole Montauk black
bass), and seasonal vegetable dishes,
along with bottled cocktails (Spicy
Margarita, Rum Punch, Negroni
and ‘Gansett Sunset) and wine.
Additionally, the team launched
Moby’s Market – the answer for
folks who aren’t yet comfortable
dining out and want to recreate
the summer experience of the East
End at home with pantry items like
pastas and sauces, spreads and dips,
and house-infused olive oil.

The trio recently spoke with
Hamptons Monthly about the
return to their original space,
how that informed some of the
inspiration behind the menu, and
the pop-up market. Also, Chef
Mark plays a couple of rounds
of the “Perfect Pair” based on
his summertime-friendly Italian
fare.

We’ll make
it as easy
as possible
to recreate
a special
summer
experience
at home.

We were so excited to hear
that Moby’s would be coming
back this year and returning
to your original home at one
of the most desired locations
in the Hamptons no less! With
al fresco dining being more en
vogue than it would be in any
other summer, tell us about
the new setup.
Nick Hatsatouris: This
summer has obviously been a
very different one for everyone,
but we’re thankful to be in a
central location with so much
outdoor space. We’ve been open
for outdoor dining and online
pre-orders with curbside pickup,
which includes our full menu

of salads and vegetables, pizza,
pasta, seafood, wine, bottled
cocktails and house-made ice
cream.
If you come in to dine with us,
we really want it to feel like a
European vacation. Casual but
a little bit elevated, and perhaps
just a grown-up version of Moby’s
when we were last at this spot.
We’ve also launched the Moby’s
Market, which offers carefully
curated home goods and lifestyle
items as well as pantry products,
many of which are made inhouse, including dips, ice cream,
olives etc. We have curated boxes
that also allow our customers to
pick up a selection of everything
they’d need for a picnic, day
at the beach, or small outdoor
get-together of their own. With
the current situation in mind,
we have evolved Moby’s this
summer to be a one-stop shop; if
you aren’t dining with us at the
restaurant, we’ll make it as easy
as possible to recreate a special
summer experience at home.

Chef Mark, this is your first summer
with Moby’s, serving as the Culinary
Director; tell us about what inspired
your menu and why it works for
summer, especially in this setting.
Chef Mark Ladner: When I first
started discussing my involvement
in Moby’s with Nick and Linc, they
expressed interest in finding similarities
between the Hamptons and the
summer seaside culture of Italy on the
Mediterranean and Adriatic seas.
Since I had past experiences traveling
to several of these regions, I felt this
inspiration could work really well.
Italian cuisine continues to be one of the
most popular in America, but there’s so
much nuance and tradition that there
are endless ways to draw from that
starting point.
Fresh, local produce is at the core
of any good summer menu and at
Moby’s it has been reimagined into a
new antipasti section. What can we
expect to see here?
ML: We are about to expand our
Antipasti section, currently fresh,
simply prepared local farm veggies, to
include Italian meats and cheeses, crudo
featuring local seafood, house-baked
"focaccia romana" and other snacks.
At the end of the day we are offering
an elevated style of eating outdoors
influenced by seaside Italian culture
and loosely the notion of a picnic. So
a balanced offering of sharable, really
delicious items that all work well
together is a perfect way to start a meal
or accompany drinks at Moby's.
The restaurant’s interior has been
outfitted as a new concept from
the team: Moby’s Market. You’ve
partnered with brands to create a
lifestyle shop that aligns with the
restaurant’s laidback summer style.
What was the inspiration behind
this and what will we find while
browsing?

Relaxed. Summer. Vibes.
We are
offering an
elevated style
of eating
outdoors...

Lincoln Pilcher: Moby’s Market makes
use of a portion of our restaurant’s interior
as a lifestyle shop featuring curated goods.
We’ve got pantry items like pastas and
sauces, spreads, salumi, and cheese, along
with summer favorites from partners we
love. These include Fefo Studio ceramics,
Leif skin and body care products, Cultiver
linens, beach umbrellas from Sunday
Supply, MOSCOT sunglasses and others.
We thought it was a fun, creative way to do
something new this year.
When getting to talk with chefs we like
to play what we call the “Perfect Pair.”
It’s easy: we give a scenario and you tell
us what you recommend we order. First,
a couple comes in for a late afternoon
bite and bottle of wine before their
9:00pm dinner reservation. What do
they order to keep them from starving
but not filling up before a full meal?
ML: A curated selection of antipasti with a
crisp bottle of Tuscan rosé!
Next, it’s late in the season – a cooler
night at the end of August and we’re
looking for something comforting.
What are we getting – everything
from apps to dessert and what are we
pairing to drink?

ML: If it’s one of the nights we are doing
an Abruzzo-style Italian BBQ, that’s late
summer perfection to me. I recently blew
the cobwebs off my imported Abruzzese
Arrosticini grill, a piece of equipment that
is the Rolls Royce of skewered meat culture.
We’ll be doing an Italian BBQ night in
August with wood-skewered and quickly
grilled lamb, chicken, shrimp, etc. served
family-style with a garden basket of lettuces
and shaved vegetables, condimenti (half a
dozen sauces), and house-baked pita-like
bread for enjoying alongside. Keeping with
the theme, I would wash it all down with a
few bottles of Pecorino or Trebbiano. And
maybe add scoops of each of our ice cream
flavors (whatever is offered that day; they
change regularly!) for dessert.
To end, can one of you leave us with the
three words you hope embodies the rest
of summer?
ML: Relaxed. Summer. Vibes.
The rest of 2020?
ML: Technically four words but – cautiously
optimistic, safety first.
Current Hours of Operation: Wednesday –
Monday, 4 pm - 10 pm

GreenPOURt
Why You Should Make the Fishing Village Your New Watering Hole

By Julie Jones

Sound View
Photo by Read McKendree

I

n some ways, Greenport could be considered the Brooklyn of the North Fork, with
a hip and casual restaurant scene, eclectic vintage stores, and a surrounding
landscape of vineyards that keep the ambiance cooler and calmer than neighboring
scenes in the Hamptons. As to be expected, then, is its buzzing bar scene, which
foregoes any fancy beach-lounge getup for more handcrafted, creative atmospheres,
focused on what’s grown, distilled, aged, and brewed locally. Here are four bars worth
a quick trip from the Hamptons, or even the two-hour Long Island Rail Road ride
from Manhattan.

The Halyard

O

n the grounds of Sound View – a charming
hotel with modern nautical style, views
over the Long Island Sound, and activities such
as biodynamic farm tours and vineyard walks –
The Halyard accordingly maintains a menu that
can best be described as quirky-luxe: Russian
Osetra caviar scrambled eggs, seared foie gras
and Hamachi sashimi on the same plate, summer
truffles shaved atop scallops, and chocolate
chip cookies for dessert. It’s fitting, then, that
Manhattan’s Death & Co. cocktail bar – equal
parts Wes Andersen and Gotham City style-wise
and considered to be one of the world’s best bars –
installed itself here this summer for a temporary
residency. A limited, beach-inspired version of
its menu includes about one cocktail made from
each type of liquor, pouring only the finest quality
booze. There’s the Radio Flyer of Monkey Shoulder
Scotch, Aperol, watermelon, lime, and chili;
the Beach House of gin, green chile vodka, and
absinthe mixed with banana and lime; and the
Palm Dreams, a rum punch with two types of rum,
kalamansi and lime, lightly sweetened with honey.

Brix & Rye

L

ook for an antique mailbox and sandcovered shuffleboard table behind the
glass windows in lieu of a sign marking
Brix & Rye, then head down the stairs to
the dimly lit speakeasy-style bar where
some of the North Fork’s best mixology
holds court. Divided into ‘shaken’ and
‘stirred’ and constantly changing based
on available ingredients, the cocktail
menu is full of modern renditions of
traditional recipes, such as Negronis made
of sherry, aquavit and Cynar and aged in
a whiskey barrel; whiskey sours doused
with red wine; or a summery version
of a boulevardier that trades the red
vermouth for spicy ginger, lemon and soda.
Bartenders are also willing to improvise
on the spot based on your palate, and a
small menu of excellent Italian appetizers
– burrata, salads and wood-fired pizzas –
solidifies its position as the type of bar that
will keep you in its seats all night.
(308A Main St., Greenport)

A menu that can
best be described as
quirky-luxe

(58775 County Rd 48, Greenport)

Speakeasy-style bar
where some of the
North Fork’s best
mixology holds court

The Radio Flyer

The Lin Beach House

C

Lin boasts the type
of hotel bar that
will lift you out of
time and space...

Greenport Harbor Brewing

N

ow more than a decade old, Greenport
Harbor Brewing is widely regarded
as one of Long Island’s best breweries,
having grown from producing small-batch
beers in a renovated firehouse to now
having a second location with a full beer
garden and restaurant in Peconic. Despite
its success, it still remains focused on
remaining regional, with its brews sold
on shelves and taps only in New York,
Connecticut, and New Jersey. But a trip to
its original tap room in the small Greenport
fishing town is still worth it for the freshest
batches of its seasonal beers. For summer,
look to the Otherside IPA, made with three
types of West Coast hops; the crisp and
citrusy Light Work Ale; and the Lucha
Lager made with flaked maize and New
York malts, and detailed with sea salt and
key lime. If you wish to set your drinking
experience to live music, head to the Peconic
location instead.
(234 Carpenter St., Greenport;
42155 Main Rd., Peconic)

oncluding what is now a trio of hotel bars to
visit in Greenport is The Lin Beach House.
Opened in 2018 in a beautiful old Victorian
manse, redesigned by a group of young artists
and investors, the five-room hotel glows with
inspirations from around the world, from Bali
to Scandinavia, mixing the old and the new, the
bohemian and the contemporary. The black-top
bar is lined with only a few high stools, keeping
the crowd inherently small and intimate, and
drinks come as fine wines from small producers
and beautiful cocktails made with spirits from
bespoke distillery Matchbook Distilling Co.,
also a project from the same group. The menu is
constantly changing, but always remains full of
delightful surprises; the Sunset, for instance, was
once a botanical gin martini rinsed with ginger
and olive oil, while a blood orange aperitivo stands
perfectly alone over ice. For a romantic date, a
long conversation, or simply some time alone with
a drink and good book, the Lin boasts the type of
hotel bar that will lift you out of time and space,
washing all of your problems away with soft light,
discrete service, and a perfect dream of a drink.
(455 NY-25, Greenport)

Widely regarded as
one of Long Island’s
best breweries

MEN

LDW Style

PATIENT CARE

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors
“Worn with swim trunks or
chinos, a white button down is a
summer essential.”
Tom Ford
Suit
Rue La La

Tom Ford
Mens Snowdon
50mm Sunglasses
Rue La La

How to Stay Fit and Healthy
When You Can’t Get to the Gym
Regular physical activity is crucial to your overall
health and wellbeing. Exercise can help reduce
the risk of heart attack and chronic diseases such
as type 2 diabetes, reduce high blood pressure,
improve mood, and manage your weight—but
getting to the gym is not always an option.
Even if you can’t venture out to exercise, there are
ways to maintain your physical and mental health.
Heather A. Milton, MS, RCEP, CSCS, and Rondel
King, MS, CSCS, CES, exercise physiologists and
sports health experts at NYU Langone’s Sports
Performance Center, encourage people to get
creative and explore new options.

Peter Thomas Roth
1.07 Max Sheer Moisture
Defense Lotion SPF 30
Rue La La

“Adapting your home environment so you have a
dedicated workout space can help you maintain a
consistent fitness routine,” Milton says. They share
their ideas for staying active and building exercise
into your day that don’t require a gym, special
equipment, or a major time commitment.

and BeFiT’s Latin Fat Burn Sizzle Workout: Burn
to the Beat with Keaira LaShae, and Leilah Isaac’s
channel offers several belly dancing videos
designed to help you burn fat.

Build a Home Gym
Set up a gym in your home, whether it’s in the
corner of your apartment or the spare bedroom
in your house. You can equip your home gym with
the following:
• jump rope
• resistance bands
• medicine ball

• dumbbells
• kettlebell
• yoga mat

Images below Resistance bands allow you to work on a variety of
muscle groups.

Go Online to Get Fit

“Sink into this chair with your 5
o’clock somewhere cocktail.”
808 Home
Circle Hoop Leather Modern Lounge Chair
Rue La La

Fitness experts, gyms, and studios offer livestream
events on Instagram and Facebook, and some
fitness experts offer free workouts and exercise
demonstrations on their YouTube channels.
Streaming workout services are another option.
Companies including Obé, Tone It Up, and 305
Fitness have been in the online space for years,
offering a variety of cardio, strength, and dancebased content from qualified instructors.
People who prefer a do-it-yourself approach can
get guidance from fitness apps such as Fitocracy,
Traineo, and SparkPeople. These apps can connect
you with fellow exercise enthusiasts and fitness
professionals.

Put on Your Dancing Shoes

“Find me poolside in this
neon tropical print.”
Southern Tide
Sea Breeze Water Short
Gilt

Dancing is a great way to boost your mood and
increase your heart rate. Whether you take online
classes or move to your favorite music, dancing
improves muscle tone, strength, coordination,
agility, and flexibility.
If you prefer more structure, YouTube offers several
dance-inspired workouts that are free. There’s
the POPSUGAR Fitness 20-Minute STRONG by
Zumba® Cardio and Full-Body Toning Workout

You can also use household items such as a chair
and a sturdy step stool to do step-ups, triceps
dips, and push-ups, and bags of rice or grains as
weights or sandbags.

Relax the Mind
Along with staying physically active, maintaining
mental health is also vital. Meditation is an
excellent way of easing anxiety and reducing
stress. There are many types of meditation
techniques, including guided meditation,
qigong, and yoga.
Apps like Headspace and Calm can help guide you
so you can relax and get more restful sleep. There
are free yoga classes on YouTube and YogaWorks.
Guidance on qigong is available by visiting the
Qigong Institute’s website or yoqi.com.
For more guidance on finding the best workout
for you or setting up a home gym, please
contact the Sports Performance Center at
sportsperformancecenter@nyulangone.org
Learn more: nyulangone.org/sportsperformance

M E N'S G ROOM ING

Grab It From
Your Girl
She Doesn’t Mind Sharing

LIP BALM
For chapped lips, we know that many
of you will just reach for what you
can get on the checkout line at the
drug store. However, Glossier’s
Balm Dotcom Skin Salve is a cut
above regular lip balm. A little bit
goes a long way with this stuff. It’s
thick, long-lasting, and soothes your
smackers without the burn left by
many of its competitors.

The lines between gender-delineated products has blurred
a lot in the last few years, but
there are still odds and ends
that are geared more toward
women. That said, there’s no
reason why gents can’t reach
across the aisle to find what
they need. Sometimes, products for men aren’t enough.
Open your mind and expand
your horizons a little.

FACE WIPES
You’ve got to keep your skin clean.
There’s no two ways about it. Dirt
and oil can clog your pores and
leave you with uneven tone. And
of course, there’s always the risk
of a breakout. Dickinson’s Witch
Hazel Wipes leave you an easy
and disposable swipe away from
clear skin.

MOISTURIZER
Speaking of which, it’s so important to
maintain a steady regime of moisture
for your face and neck (seriously, don’t
forget your neck). Laneige’s Water
Bank Moisture Cream locks in a rich
formula full of minerals and vegetable
extracts to strengthen your complexion.
It’s lightweight and oil free, yet
incredibly long-lasting.

SHAMPOO &
CONDITIONER
Moroccanoil’s Hydrating Shampoo &
Conditioner is pure magic. Your hair is arguably
your most essential accessory. No matter how long
or short it might be, it’s paramount that you take
good care of it. This dynamic duo not only keeps
your hair grease-free, but touchable soft and shiny.
Plus, it smells delectably good.

FACE MASK
Partying and late nights can take a
toll on your skin. The Hangover Fix
Holographic Foil Sheet Mask by Bliss
is the stuff of miracles. A foil-backed (and
holographic) sheet mask will revitalize
your face, replenishing lost moisture.
Dullness begone! You’ll come away revitalized, as though you’d just had an early
bedtime on a quiet night in.

Writen by Michael Raver

Class
Act

Schooled
in Style

By Michael Raver

T

V icons have shaped
the way we think about
fashion. The nostalgic
shows of yesteryear, as
well as the new ones that
are streaming today,
continue to guide us.
It’s not just the clothes,
though. The attitude and
energy of those characters
is inextricably tied to
how they dress. Also, it’s
important to remember
that if we recognize
something great in these
guys, it’s a good indication
that we have that same
coolness in ourselves. It’s
just a matter of bringing
it out. And, while some of
their wardrobes might be
throwbacks, never fear.
Three of our very favorite
brands have given us
the ability to assemble
contemporary spins on
the looks of some of our
favorite TV leading men.

Reiss
Puppytooth Linen Blazer in Grey

The Politician:
Payton Hobart and Preppy Pieces

B

en Platt’s performance as Payton
Hobart on Netflix’s smash hit The
Politician has gone a long way to reviving
a preppy image that had begun to give
way to a certain kind of relaxed hipster
vibe. Polo shirts, sweaters casually tied
over shoulders and linen blazers have
reemerged on trend. This character’s
ambition results in his being very put
together. Reiss has everything you could
ever need to recreate this look, complete
with subtle details to set you apart from
all other popped collars and boat shoewearing gents this summer. Start off with
the Tipped Zip Neck Polo Shirt, which
features some elegant stripes along the
collar and a half zip front. Toss on a
Puppytooth Linen Blazer in Grey if you’re
looking to class it up for dinner or a night
out. Finish the ensemble with more than
just a plain old pair of boat shoes. Instead,
we love Reiss’ Tumbled Leather Sneakers
in white, which gives you a bright pop to
an otherwise subdued color scheme.

A Different World:
Dwayne Wayne and Bold Patterns

W

e can all agree that Kadeem Hardison’s
performance as Dwayne Wayne on
A Different World oozed adorkable charm.
Dwayne had brains and an insatiable love
for the ladies. Plus, his bright and bold
patterns kept things fun. It was like he was
a walking celebration. In a way, he was one
of the original Brooklyn hipsters, pioneering
a marriage between irony and style. Like
Saved By The Bell, A Different World marked
a transitionary period where trends were
moving away from dayglow and neon, while
still retaining some love for prints. Urban
Outfitters’s Native Youth Gorgan Jacket
recalls that Dwayne Wayne cool, with a
crisscross of plaid against a cream backdrop.
The brand’s Patchwork Bandana Short
Sleeve Button Down is sure to turn heads.
Featuring a cacophony of primary-colored
patches, it’s exactly like something Dwayne
might wear to hit the books. Lastly, we adore
Urban Outfitter’s Zeke Stripe Polo Sweater,
which is available in three different (and very,
very bright) color schemes. The wavy stripes
suggest that you’re only a flipped-up pair of
shades away from landing Whitley.

Zara
Patchwork Bandana Short
Sleeve Button Down

Saved by the Bell:
Zack Morris and the Button Down

W

ho can forget Zack Morris’s timestopping reign on early 90’s television?
Super slick and always one step ahead
of everyone, Mark-Paul Gosselaar was a
heartthrob with a plan. (Fun fact, did you
know Gosselaar had to repeatedly dye his
hair blonde to rock that signature mane?)
The early 90’s marked a transitory period in
fashion, bridging the bubblegum vivacity of
the 80’s with what would eventually lead to a
more subdued color palate by the time Kurt
Cobain and Alanis Morissette ruled the 90’s.
To achieve this look, it’s all about patterns.
Luckily, Zara has come up with an updated
version of this brief period which can help you
nail that Zack Morris energy. Start off with
their Top with Contrasting Stripes, a longsleeved button down which evokes something
of that period, but with a contemporary flair.
On days when you need short sleeves, give the
Uneven Striped Print shirt a whirl, which also
features big blocky sections of vertical stripes.
Of course, it wouldn’t be right to overlook
those muted pastel tones that were so popular
in the early 90’s. Zara’s pocketed Striped Print
Overshirt has all of the stripes you could ever
want, but in those delectable chalky greens
and pinks.

Urban Outfitters
Uneven Striped Print

WOMEN

LDW Style

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors

“I never leave the
house without SPF
on. I take my sol
stick everywhere
with me!”
Sol de janeiro
0.8oz my sol stick SPF 50
Rue La La
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Enchante Home
Alania Beach Towel
Rue La La

CY

Single Malt
With A Bold,
Tropical
Twist
SELECTIVELY FINISHED IN RUM BARRELS
FOR A WELL BALANCED & EXCEPTIONALLY
SMOOTH TASTE

CMY

K

“This is one of my favorite
swim suits of the season.
The buckle detail is a chic
yet subtle touch.”
Solid And Striped
Stella Bathing Suit
Gilt

“Raffia with
stud detailing
goes from dayto-night.”

The Row Ellen Satin Sandal
Rue La La
Valentino Rockstud Raffia &
Leather Shoulder Bag
Rue La La

ENJOY OUR QUALITY RESPONSIBLY.
THE GLENLIVET® CARIBBEAN RESERVE SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY. 40% ALC./VOL. (80 PROOF). ©2020 IMPORTED BY THE GLENLIVET DISTILLING COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY
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Dual Duties
Products Pulling
Double the Weight

SHAMPOO &
FRAGRANCE
Dry shampoo really has revolutionized
hair care. We’re told that washing our hair
daily is a big no-no, but what do we do
after working out? Amika’s Perk Up Dry
Shampoo not only wards away that greasy
look between washes, but enchants your
tresses with a fabulously clean fragrance.

We want to get the most out
of the products we use. While
certain scrubs and creams are
excellent for specific needs, we
love it when we can kill two
birds with one stone. Shampoos
infused with conditioners,
moisturizers that also work
as eye cream, and leave-in
conditioners that also brighten
your tresses are just the tip
of the iceberg. Here are five
products that will get you the
most bang for your buck.

CONDITONER &
BODY/FACE
MOSITURIZER
Garnier Fructis’s Triple
Nutrition Miracle Dry Oil is
exactly what its name implies: a
triple threat. Made for your hair,
face and body, this exquisite spray
oil works brilliantly as a leave-in
conditioner, restoring your locks to
their rightful shiny state. Infused
with three powerful oils (avocado,
olive, and almond) that also make it
an excellent treatment for dry skin
on your body and your face.

TINT &
MOISTURIZE

PROTECT &
MOSITURIZE
Another moisturizer that goes above and
beyond the call of duty is the Laura Mercier
Tinted Moisturizer Natural Skin Perfector. Formulated with broad spectrum SPF 30,
it also protects your most important accessory
(your face!) from sun damage. Step out and
stun with a flawless, dewy radiance, as the
Macadamia and Kukui Seed Oils help increase
the skin's moisture levels for 24 whole hours.

Tata Harper’s Very Popular Cheek
Stain is a game-changer, especially for
those who aren’t into wearing makeup
every day. A creamy smooth and very
bendable skin tinter, it gives your cheeks
a subtle rosy pink pop, but also working
like a moisturizer, minimizing the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

HOW
DO YOU
SPRITZ?
Angeleno

TheLillet Spritz
EXFOLIATE &
HYDRATE
Often times when we exfoliate, we’re
left dry and prone to breakouts.
Multitasking at its finest, MONAT’s
Global Berry Refined Scrub will
not only buff away dead skin but will
also hydrate and brighten your face as
well. Infused with natural fruit acids
and granulate sugar extracts, it’s also
formulated with cranberry and bay
berry seeds to polish your skin.

1. 3 Parts Lillet Blanc or Lillet Rosé
2. Top with 3 Parts Tonic or Soda
3. Add Strawberry, Mint & Cucumber

LILLET.COM
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

Writen by Michael Raver

LILLET® FRENCH APÉRITIF WINE. 17% ALC./VOL.
©2020 IMPORTED BY PERNOD RICARD USA, NEW YORK, NY

Soft heather
grey cotton
that feels like
your pj’s

Madewell’s
Long-Sleeve Tee Midi Dress

Falling
for Work From Home
Looks
By Michael Raver

Five of Our Favorites

L

et’s face it: the autumn is going to see many of us working from home.
Zoom meeting have become part of the workplace zeitgeist these days and
it doesn’t seem like that’s going to change any time soon. Just because you’re
camped out on the couch or even if you’re at a a desk in your home office, it’s
still important to dress for success. Moreover, it’s important for your sense of
sanity to have some kind of routine. Famed psychotherapist Esther Perel has
said “I think that, more than ever, the routine that creates a structure, that
brings a certain sense of order in a world that feels so chaotic and so unsure, is
crucial.” Structure, folks. In this era, when things seem so uncertain, structure
is the way we’ll keep our wits about us.

Monday
We know, it feels like every day of the week
has that ‘case of the Monday’s’ vibe. All
the more reason why it’s a good idea to
put your best foot forward. Start yourself
off on the right track and it’ll make the
rest of the week much easier. Madewell’s
Long-Sleeve Tee Midi Dress is basically a
tee in dress form. Soft heather grey cotton
that feels like your pj’s, but because of the
construction, still manages to look polished
and put-together. This little number
requires no accessories to get a workplace
vibe via Zoom, but can be effortlessly
zhooshed up, pairing beautifully with a
variety of accessories. We like a layering of
delicate gold pieces.

Tuesday
Don’t let the energy drop by Tuesday. It’s
important to keep things going, so let’s look
at a more energetic look for the second day
of the workweek. H&M’s Ribbed Trousers
& Matching Sweatshirt are comfy but
still retain an air of order about them.
The wide-cut ribbed pants, complete with
a drawstring, might be easy breezy, but
are still a step up from simply lounging in
your pj’s. With this kind of uniformity, we’d
suggest a burst of color for your accessories.

a step
up from
simply
lounging
in your pj’s

Wednesday
Hump day! You’re halfway there, so with
a comfy Tuesday in the rear view, how
about some quintessential Hamptons chic
for Wednesday? Zara’s Basic Shirt with
Pocket is a flash of stark white across the
middle of the week. Evoking the strength of
a man’s button-down, it can go splendidly
with a pair of slacks, jeans, or even a skirt.
Some delicate jewelry would be brilliant
to offset the pop of this cotton top. The
Benchmark Collection’s Suspended Dumbell
in gold serves as a talisman of your own
inner strength. You can do this. You will do
this. You’ve got this.

H&M's

Ribbed Trousers &
Matching Sweatshirt

Available
in five
distinctive
and earthy
shades

the camouflage
print suggests
that you are
a force to be
reckoned with

Thursday
By the time Thursday rolls around, we
want you to lean into that badass you’ve got
inside yourself. You’re in the home stretch,
after all! Anthropologie’s Sanctuary
Peace Pants are a dreamy drawstring
cotton/linen combination. Ideal for working
from home, these have the luxurious
comfort of loungewear but the camouflage
print suggests that you are a force to be
reckoned with. Pair this with The Organic
Cotton V-Neck from Everlane, allowing
yourself some cool breathability. Available
in five distinctive and earthy shades, we
adore them all.

Friday

Everlane's

The Organic Cotton V-Neck

TGIF! You made it! For the last day of
your work week, we want to encourage you
to let your hair down. Casual Friday can
translate beautifully to the working-fromhome model. First, start your look off with
the Free People The Big Apple Tee, which
essentially has all of the supercool edge of a
rock tee, but celebrates the indelible majesty
of the State of New York. You’ve taken a bite
out of this week, so celebrate that with the
bedazzled apple graphic emblazoned on the
front of this billowy tee. As you transition
toward the weekend, this tee looks just as
cool on that final video call of the week as
it will with a leather jacket thrown over it
for some socially distanced cocktails with
friends that night.

B

rothers Maksim and Valentin Chmerkovskiy,
known more simply as Maks and Val, have
taken the world by storm with their wit, fiery
personalities, and choreography from TV to stages
like Radio City, and now to streaming. The Dancing
with the Stars ballroom bros were set for a massive
U.S. tour this summer alongside their wives Peta
Murgatroyd and Jenna Johnson respectively, now
rescheduled for 2021. But the pandemic did not
stop Maks and Val. In addition to Val continuing on
as a dance partner on the 29th season of Dancing
with the Stars this fall, the guys have created a
timely app called Dance & Co. featuring performers
from both Dancing with the Stars and So You Think
You Can Dance with a range of content including
choreography and instruction to fitness to celebrity
interviews. It is both educational and entertaining,
a healthy place for the mind and body, all while
improving dance skills.

ENTERTAINMENT SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

MAKS & VAL
Chmerkovskiy
Dancing Through the
Storm With Family,
Footwork, and Funny
By Michael Menachem

Dance is one of the oldest art forms known to
humans, and it's had an incredible resurgence over
the last decade or so with even more interest over
the last several months as people seek an escape
from quarantine. The same is true for Maks and
Val, who have had to shift around their lives and
careers, all while seeking out ways to spread joy
through dance. Maks and Val spoke with Hamptons
Monthly about the movies that have inspired
them most, memorable moments in the Hamptons
including Maks and Peta's wedding in the region,
and their careers and the stages they have played
at in New York.

The Maks & Val Live 2020: Motion Pictures
Tour featuring Jenna Johnson and Peta
Murgatroyd was a whopper of a show with
57 dates around the U.S. that sadly came
to a halt. Given the name of the tour, what
are some of the films that have shaped
you as men and some of the musical movie
moments that stand out?
Val Chmerkovskiy: The movies that inspired
me the most and continue to inspire me the
most are sports movies, but not just sports:
it's the movies that kind of shed light on
camaraderie and on the human spirit. I like
family movies. I'm being general but a movie
like John Q about a father doing extreme
Photos by Alex Samusevich

things for the health of [his] son, The Mighty
Ducks, seeing a bunch of outcasts coming
together. Remember the Titans is a film about
community coming together over football. The
athletics pivots to our upbringing and even our
introduction to dance. The world discovered us
as adults pursuing dance as a craft and from
the creative standpoint of it. We joined dance
a long time ago as a sport and as an athletic
activity – so our pursuit in terms of having
the discipline and the health and athleticism
that is behind it, that is huge. And doing it
alongside my brother, those are the films that I
found familiar to having a parallel in my life.
Maks Chmerkovskiy: My thing is just
outside of being on the nose and the influence

of the classics we are inspired by. We are
not including all the Dirty Dancings and the
West Side Storys. For us it's a curriculum.
Outside of all of this, I'm heavily influenced
by cartoons. Within my circle it's public
knowledge: I will turn away from a horror
movie and opt out from gory and bloody
situations and I'm not very big on super
dramas. Like The Bourne Identity sort of
freaks me out and it's sort of high pressure.
Instead of getting into the story I get under
pressure with the main character. Cartoons
to me parallel life so well, and with the
innovations of Pixar and Dreamworks, things
like Inside Out, if you didn't cry, you just have
no feelings. Being the father of a three-yearold, one of the best things is this kid has
a library accessible by remote to about 14
or 15 films that he has watched about 100
million times each and at the same time I am
watching this gorgeous storyline and visuals,
and it's great to be inspired by this.

VC: My Hamptons castle story is that last
season of Dancing with the Stars I pulled up
and met Christie Brinkley. I pulled up to a
multi-acre estate of a castle.
MC: On that topic, we love The Hamptons.
We're New Yorkers. We spend a lot of time
on all sides of Long Island, and it's been one
of those sort of like dreamy places that has
inspired us, and we have enjoyed it. We love the
community, and it's something that is close to
our East Coast vibe.
VC: I spent a lot of time with Christie, three
weeks. the Hamptons are an accomplishment
to even visit. But the history and literature
that came out of the Hamptons, it's a
testament to the place. It also has a fairly
blue-collar community, it's a small town feel
so far removed. It's a very beautiful place and
community.
Val, you have competed in 15 seasons of
Dancing with the Stars, winning twice
with Rumer Willis and Laurie Hernandez,
coming in 2nd with Zendaya and taking
third four times. What are you most
looking forward to with the upcoming 29th
Season of Dancing with the Stars and will
there be some socially-distant changes to
the show that you can reveal?

VC: And it's fun to see how it reflects in his
performances. Maks as a performer is so
animated, that's just where he goes. It's the
simple things; it's a very old approach to
entertainment.
Maks, you were married to Peta a few
years back at the beautiful Oheka
Castle in Huntington, not too far from
The Hamptons. This looks like quite the
magical setting to have a wedding. Can
you talk about how this came to be your
special place?
MC: At the beginning of my relationship
with Peta I said one time that I wanted to get
married at a castle.
VC: Because he watched cartoons!
MC: As an adult, I sort of didn't give it that
much weight. I have wanted to be married
and have kids since I was 20 years old. So,
Val is right, the cartoon element, there's a lot
of castle-happily-ever-after to it. Fate led us
there to be able to have an incredible wedding
that we both dreamed of. It's something that I
will never forget. We had a moment when we
said “I Do’s” and a rainbow appeared in the
distance. People asked how we pulled it off. I
will never forget it.

Oxana Alex photography

VC: What I can reveal is I'll address my
excitement for the season. In terms of COVID
protocol, this show has gone above and beyond
to hire professional consultants and leading
doctors in the field, so I'm not concerned for
our safety at all. Having said that, things
change daily on this topic, it's a big back and
forth, shut it down or keep it moving. Even
when you shut it down though, you can't shut
down human emotion. Just like basketball, as
a human, I never thought I needed something
like this, it's therapy at this point, just seeing
them compete and something I enjoy watching.
Dancing with the Stars has become a family
tradition that millions of families have felt
together on their couches. Forget if it wasn't
even on, I know for a fact how healing and
empowering and how much joy this show brings
in September and October and into the holidays
and hopefully the world will be in a healthier
place. I'm ecstatic.

YOUR JITNEY

PLAYLIST

8. Dreaming in
Electric Blue
Dave Barnes

14. I Should Probably
Go To Bed
Dan + Shay

9.Heaven
Los Lonely Boys

15. Viva La Vida
Coldplay

10. Oh My She’s Fine
Josh Kelley

16. august
Taylor Swift

11. Rain On Me
Lady Gaga with
Ariana Grande

17. Stand By Me
Weezer

12. Save Me
LANCO
Curated by

DJ Kris Bistre

1. Mai Tais
Train feat. Skylar Grey
2. Someday
Kygo, Zac Brown
3. Happy Anywhere
Blake Shelton feat.
Gwen Stefani
4. Brass in Pocket
The Pretenders

SCAN TO
DOWNLOAD PLAYLIST

5. Be Like That
Kane Brown feat.
Swae Lee & Khalid
6. All For You
Janet Jackson
7. Velvet
Chris Jamison

13. Everybody Wants
To Rule The World
Tears For Fears

18. Beers and Sunshine
Darius Rucker
19. No Such Thing
John Mayer
20. Summer’s End
Foo Fighters

EAT. DRINK.
END HUNGER.
OCTOBER 2020.
NYC’s biggest wine and food festival may
look and feel different this fall, but our
commitment is unchanged — to continue
the celebration of the NYC restaurant and
bar community and fight to end hunger
for No Kid Hungry and Food Bank For
New York City, whose missions are now
more crucial than ever.

Live and Virtual Events!
TICKETS ON SALE SEPTEMBER 14

HOSTED BY AND BENEFITING

GET TICKETS: NYCWFF.ORG

EXCLUSIVE PROVIDER
OF WINE AND SPIRITS

TITLE

Must be 21 or older with valid ID to consume alcohol. The Festival promotes responsible drinking. 100% of the net proceeds go to the
No Kid Hungry® campaign and Food Bank For New York City. Photos: Courtesy of Getty Images | Sponsors confirmed as of 8.12.20

PRESENTED BY AND
OFFICIAL CREDIT CARD

thank
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